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Abstract We describe results of in situ observations of a 1- to 2-min-old contrail in the vortex phase
generated from soot-rich exhaust (>1015 emitted soot particles per kilogram of fuel burned). Simultaneous
measurements of soot (EIsoot) and apparent ice (AEIice) particle number emission indices show a pronounced
anticorrelation in the vertical contrail profile. AEIice decrease by about 75% with increasing distance below
the contrail-producing aircraft, while EIsoot increase by an equivalent relative fraction, therefore strongly
suggesting ice particle formation to be soot-controlled and losses to be caused by sublimation. Quantifying
these losses in measurements helps to validate and improve contrail parameterizations used to estimate
the climate impact of contrails and contrail cirrus. Our study further demonstrates the challenges in the
performance and interpretation of particle measurements in young contrails and lends itself to suggestions
for improving contrail data evaluation.

Plain Language Summary Detailed understanding of climatic effects of aircraft contrails and
the clouds evolving from them requires accurate in situ measurements. We took measurements in a young
persistent contrail that formed at 10 km altitude. We found that a substantial fraction of contrail ice particles
is lost shortly after they formed from emissions of copious soot particles from aircraft jet engines. While
these results are not entirely unexpected and can be explained by sublimation associated with adiabatic
heating in descending aircraft wake vortices, experimental verification is challenging. Importantly, our
results increase confidence in the current understanding of processes governing contrail ice formation,
growth, and sublimation during early development stages. We provide guidance on quantifying ice particle
number concentrations in young contrails and how to relate them to particle emissions. We expect
our results to be also beneficial to future studies addressing properties and climate impact of contrails
originating from using alternative jet fuels or novel engine technologies.

1. Introduction

Cirrus clouds evolving from aircraft contrails cause the largest contribution to aviation-induced radiative
forcing (Burkhardt & Kärcher, 2011; Kärcher, 2018). However, its quantification is affected by significant
uncertainties, which underlines the importance to perform appropriate measurements to better understand
processes governing contrail formation and evolution (Heymsfield et al., 2010). Though observational data are
rare, previous measurements revealed valuable information on microphysical properties of contrails cover-
ing consecutive development stages, namely, jet (Baumgardner & Gandrud, 1998; Petzold et al., 1997), vortex
(Gayet et al., 2012; Voigt et al., 2010), and dispersion phases (Heymsfield et al., 1998; Schröder et al., 2000;
Voigt et al., 2017).

The jet phase corresponds to contrail ages of several seconds and is associated with vigorous plume cooling
rates introduced by mixing of the hot exhaust with cold ambient air. Since current soot emission levels are high
(>1014 particles per kilogram of fuel consumed; Kärcher, 2018), homogeneous freezing of water-activated
soot particles is the dominant ice particle formation mechanism (Kärcher & Yu, 2009). In the vortex phase,
most of the exhaust and ice particles entrain into two downward-propagating, counter-rotating, wake vor-
tices. Fluid-dynamical models (Huebsch & Lewellen, 2006; Unterstrasser, 2016) and measurements (Jeßberger
et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2013) have shown that aircraft wake dynamics can have marked effects on
contrail properties. This includes the possibility of ice particle losses during the descent of wake vortices
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forcing ice particle sublimation due to adiabatic heating even if the ambient air surrounding the contrail
is ice-supersaturated (Kärcher, 2018; Paoli & Shariff, 2016). Assessing contrail properties toward the end of
the vortex phase is of particular interest, as they affect properties of evolving contrail cirrus over hours
(Unterstrasser & Gierens, 2010). Establishing a link between contrail ice particles and their precursors in mea-
surements with the help of a model that covers both ice nucleation and sublimation phases was possible only
recently (Kärcher & Voigt, 2017) and warrants further scrutiny.

While changes in the initial number of ice particles in contrails have implications for both their lifetime and
climate impact (Bier et al., 2017; Schumann et al., 2013), previous analyses of in situ data demonstrated the
need to further assess the soot-ice relationship in measurements (Schumann, 2005). Here we analyze in situ
data with high temporal resolution in a young contrail in the aircraft wake vortex phase. Besides measuring
plume dilution properties and ice particle numbers, the present study provides ancillary measurements of
soot particle number concentrations in a contrail that is embedded in an ice-supersaturated environment.
As we will show, the data lend themselves to a self-consistent interpretation of the microphysical pathway
to contrail ice formation. We offer an in-depth model-data comparison in a separate study (Kärcher et al.,
2018). While section 2 outlines the airborne research campaign as well as the instrumentation employed and
methods used to analyze the particle data, section 3 presents and discusses the main results.

2. Instrumentation and Methods

Data discussed here were recorded during the flight measurement campaign of the DLR project Emission
and Climate Impact of Alternative Fuels (ECLIF), which was conducted over southern Germany in Septem-
ber/October 2015 to investigate the effects of alternative jet fuels and ambient conditions on aircraft emis-
sions and contrail properties. ECLIF employed the DLR Advanced Technology Research Aircraft (ATRA) Airbus
A320 equipped with two IAE V2527-A5 engines to burn both standard and specially blended alternative
fuels. Exhaust gases, soot particles, and contrail ice particles evolving from the ATRA jet exhaust plumes were
probed by instruments installed on the DLR research aircraft Falcon 20-E5. We analyze observations during
flight 10 performed on 7 October 2015 during which both ATRA engines burned conventional jet fuel. The
ATRA was directed to a flight level of 35,000 ft (≈10.7 km) where a contrail was produced that persisted in
ice-supersaturated ambient air. The Falcon probed the entire vertical extent of the young contrail behind the
ATRA at ages of 39–132 s.

2.1. General Information
The Falcon meteorological measurement system provided ambient pressure and temperature (238 hPa,
215.5 K at ATRA flight altitude) with accuracies±0.5 hPa and±0.5 K (Kaufmann et al., 2014), respectively. Global
Positioning System position and altitude with respective uncertainties ±10 and ±15 m were determined by
both aircraft individually. Because of systematic discrepancies between Falcon and ATRA in their measure-
ments of pressure altitudes, we evaluated wake vortex descent distances, Δz, based on Global Positioning
System altitudes.

We determined water vapor mixing ratios using a CR-2 frost point hygrometer (Buck Research Instruments,
LLC; Busen & Buck, 1995; Voigt et al., 2010), connected to a backward-facing inlet to exclude sampling of
condensed water. Ambient relative humidities over ice (RHi) measured at the ATRA flight altitude in the air sur-
rounding the contrail ranged from 115% to 125% with an estimated uncertainty of ±15%. The slow response
time of the CR-2 in environments characterized by small water vapor mixing ratios prevents us from char-
acterizing RHi within the contrail. With an assumed overall propulsion efficiency of 0.3, the thermodynamic
threshold temperature for contrail formation is 224.9 ±0.7 K (Schumann, 1996). We measured carbon dioxide
(CO2) mixing ratios employing a cavity ring-down analyzer (Picarro CO2; Rella, 2010). The Picarro sample air
was drawn from a backward-facing inlet mounted on the upper Falcon fuselage. Enhancements above back-
ground concentrations around 7 ppmv were measured with relative uncertainties of ≤20%. The latter were
determined individually for each contrail penetration and are mainly due to precision errors of the instrument
and variability in atmospheric background concentrations.

We analyze data in terms of emission indices (EI), defined as mixing ratios relating gas or particle concen-
trations to the mass of fuel burnt. EI values represent concentrations independent of mixing-induced plume
dilution processes. We apply this concept to engine emissions of non-volatile particulate matter (nvPM; essen-
tially aircraft-generated soot particles), as well as to contrail ice particles. In the case of soot, EI gives the
number of particles per unit mass of fuel burnt. For contrail ice particle numbers, we use the term apparent
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emission index, AEI, since ice particles are not emitted by the jet engines. In this way, soot and ice particle
numbers can be directly compared, and any difference between them can be unambiguously associated with
microphysical processes. Following Beyersdorf et al. (2014), we calculate particle number emission indices as
ratios of enhancements in particle number concentrations above their respective background values (ΔN) to
the simultaneously measured CO2 enhancement (ΔCO2) by

EIN =
(

ΔN
ΔCO2

)
⋅

(
Mair

MCO2
𝜌air

)
⋅ EICO2

, (1)

with the molar masses of air (Mair), CO2 (MCO2
), and the density of air (𝜌air). Linking emissions to the mass of

fuel burnt via the passive tracer CO2 relies on the well-known EI of CO2 (Schulte & Schlager, 1996); EICO2
=

3, 158 g/kg for conventional Jet A-1 fuel, assuming 100% combustion efficiency.

2.2. Particle Measurements and Data Analysis
Ice particle size distributions (PSDs) were determined employing the Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer (CAS)
probe (Baumgardner et al., 2001) mounted at a starboard underwing position. The underlying measurement
principle is the detection of light scattered by particles within the nominal diameter range 0.5–50 μm in
forward direction. Data recorded by a shadow imaging probe that is capable of detecting larger ice parti-
cles showed that particles with dimensions >10 μm were present only in comparatively low concentrations
(less than about 0.1 cm−3), as expected in fresh contrails (Heymsfield et al., 2010; Voigt et al., 2011), and are
therefore not discussed any further.

The CAS was size-calibrated by applying the methods of Rosenberg et al. (2012) and Borrmann et al. (2000),
see Supporting Information S1 for details. Ice particle diameters (Dp) are reported here with an uncertainty
of ±16%. An analysis of ice particle interarrival times (Field et al., 2003) showed no indication of particle shat-
tering on the CAS probe inlet during contrail penetrations, as expected in the absence of large ice particles.
Measured ice particle number concentrations, Nm, are based on a CAS sample area of 0.21 mm2, as deter-
mined by laboratory calibrations, and a calculation of the sample volume following Weigel et al. (2016) using
thermodynamic corrections to account for compression effects.

We made an attempt to correct the CAS data for coincidence effects that lead to undercounting biases fol-
lowing Lance (2012). From a detailed instrument intercomparison between the CAS and a modified CAS that
was found to be less prone to coincidence artifacts, we derived the empirical coincidence correction function
(for details, see Supporting Information S1),

NCAS = 𝛼(e𝛽Nm − 1) , 𝛼 = 1,135.43 cm−3 , 𝛽 = 1.29 ⋅ 10−3 cm3 , (2)

with an accuracy of ±12%. By application of equation (2), we derive coincidence corrected number concen-
trations, NCAS, from concentrations Nm measured by the CAS during ECLIF. We limit the application of this
correction to values of Nm ≤ 570 cm−3; higher Nm values should not be corrected by this method due to
saturation effects of the CAS. However, only Nm values ≤ 522 cm−3 (corresponding to NCAS ≤ 1, 091 cm−3)
are present in the data set this study is based on. Taking into account additional uncertainties of the sample
area determination, flow velocities, and pressures from the CAS sensors, the uncertainty of derived (absolute)
contrail ice particle number concentrations is estimated to be ≈25% for NCAS values ≤ 1, 233 cm−3.

High ice particle number concentrations (>104 cm−3) nucleate in young, soot-rich contrails (ages <1 s), since
otherwise contrails would not be visible at formation (Kärcher et al., 1996). Plume dilution leads to a steady
decrease of number concentrations of ice particles right after their formation. Although some cloud probes
are less susceptible to coincidence artifacts, we still expect undercounting biases to affect measured data,
especially for very high number concentrations exceeding several thousand particles per cubic centimeter.
This additional uncertainty is difficult to quantify and hampers the current ability to measure contrail ice par-
ticle number concentrations in contrails at ages <10 s. This, however, is less problematic in the present study,
since we focus on subsequent vortex regime processes, where excessively high initial ice particle number
concentrations have already been significantly reduced by dilution.

Total number concentrations of nvPM particles were determined by a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI
3010) customized for in-flight use (Fiebig et al., 2005) with a 50% low cutoff diameter of ≃10 nm. Sample air
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was drawn from a forward-facing near-isokinetic aerosol inlet mounted on the upper Falcon fuselage about
12 cm laterally apart from the CO2 inlet. The sample flow was directed through a heated section (≈520 K)
removing volatile particle components from the sample. Remaining non-volatile components, assumed to
be entirely composed of engine-emitted soot particles, were then detected by the CPC. A switchable dilution
section (ratio 1 : 30) enabled the measurement of very high particle number concentrations up to 105 cm−3

without saturating the counter. Particle counts have been corrected for reduced detection efficiencies in
low pressure environments based on laboratory measurements following Noone and Hansson (1990). We
determined the overall uncertainty of derived particle number concentrations to be around ±15%.

The interpretation of nvPM measurements in contrails is more challenging than in clear-sky conditions. Since
ice particles in soot-rich exhaust form virtually exclusively on emitted soot particles in cold contrails (Kärcher
& Yu, 2009), all ice particles contain soot inclusions. With the 50% high cutoff diameter of the aerosol inlet
(1.9 μm, for ice particles and conditions of this study calculated following Fiebig, 2001), a significant fraction
of contrail ice particles may therefore also be present in the sample flow toward the CPC. After ice particles
sublimate completely, soot residues become detectable by the CPC and contribute to EInvPM, in addition to
interstitial soot present in the contrail sample.

This has significant implications for the interpretation of the particle data taken in vortex regime contrails. Ice
particles with Dp =0.5–1.9 μm are counted by both the CAS and the CPC. This implies that a calculation of total
soot particle emissions by adding measured NnvPM and NCAS would suffer from double counting the fraction,
f05, of ice particles with Dp > 0.5 μm that are transmitted through the aerosol inlet with a size-dependent
efficiency,  (Dp). The latter was derived from laboratory calibrations and is shown in section 3. We correct
for this issue by calculating f05 by integrating the product of the transfer efficiency of the aerosol inlet and
normalized ice PSDs derived from the CAS,

f05 = 1
NCAS

⋅ ∫
∞

0.5 μm
 (Dp) ⋅

dNCAS

dDp
dDp. (3)

This gives the EI of soot particles with sizes exceeding 10 nm, EIsoot, that includes the soot residues contained
in ice particles with Dp < 0.5 μm:

EIsoot = EInvPM(> 10 nm) − f05 ⋅ AEIice, AEIice = AEICAS(> 0.5 μm) , (4)

whereby we derive the AEI of ice particles with Dp > 0.5 μm, AEIice, from the coincidence corrected CAS mea-
surements. We base the following discussion of microphysical processes on EIsoot and AEIice originating from
disjoint size spectra of particles.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows data from the 25-min measurement sequence of vortex phase contrail properties, on which
we base our present study. Contrail data were identified by means of a simultaneous increase in CO2 mixing
ratios (≥1 ppmv) and number concentrations of ice particles with Dp > 0.5 μm (≥1 cm−3). Data were sampled
in a vertical band of about 135 m height around and below the ATRA flight level. Typically, peak-shaped signal
structures with durations 3–20 s resulted from individual contrail penetrations. To calculate EIs, we derived
the ratio of particle number to CO2 concentration enhancements from the ratio of their respective peak areas.

The concomitant detection of high NnvPM values and small NCAS values in contrail samples taken below the
ATRA flight altitude (gray-shaded areas in Figure 1) motivates a detailed analysis of the relationship between
soot particle emissions and contrail ice particles in terms of the wake vortex descent distance (Δz> 0). We refer
to the upper contrail part as the secondary wake and to the lower part as the primary wake. The latter contains
most of the contrail plume and is affected by sinking motion leading to adiabatic heating and sublimation
of ice particles even in contrails that form in an ice-supersatured environment (Sussmann & Gierens, 1999;
Unterstrasser, 2014).

Vertical profiles of EIsoot and AEIice together with their sum, AEItot, are shown in Figure 2. We corrected
measured nvPM concentrations for double counting (section 2.2); f05 values range from 51% in the upper sec-
ondary wake to 80% in the lower primary wake. Highest AEIice values of up to 3.7×1015kg−1 are found around
Δz= −12 m, with AEIice showing a decreasing trend with increasing Δz. EIsoot exhibits an opposite trend with
a maximum value of 4.6 × 1015kg−1 at Δz= 105 m. Artifacts caused by small contrail ice particles impinging
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Figure 1. Time series of 1-Hz data observed in the ATRA contrail. Shown are ambient concentrations of ice crystals with
Dp > 0.5 μm (NCAS) and soot particles from the particle size range 0.01–1.9 μm (NnvPM); Falcon GPS altitude and ambient
temperature (solid lines); ATRA GPS altitude (dashed line) and CO2 concentration. Since the Falcon followed the ATRA at
slightly lower speed, measurements were taken at contrail ages ranging from 39 to 132 s (wind drift taken into account);
the distance between both aircraft increased from 6.9 to 27.1 km. Highest NnvPM are accompanied by low NCAS and local
minima in Falcon flight altitude (gray-shaded sequences). The ATRA engine power setting was kept constant during this
period (fan speed of 80.5%) which resulted in a measured fuel flow of 1,180 kg/hr per engine on average.
ATRA = Advanced Technology Research Aircraft; CO2 = carbon dioxide; GPS = Global Positioning System;
nvPM = non-volatile matter; CAS = Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer.

on the aerosol inlet and possibly knocking off deposits of nvPM seem not to be crucial, since highest EIsoot

values were measured for large Δz, where ice particle concentrations are relatively low.

In the lower wake, a fraction of ice crystals shrinks to sizes below the detection limit of the CAS, including those
that sublimate completely thereby releasing their soot cores. This implies a reduction in AEIice accompanied
by an increase in EIsoot, explaining the observed anticorrelation between the two variables. Furthermore, there
is no significant trend with Δz for AEItot. This reinforces the notion of soot-controlled ice formation in the
analyzed contrail. According to microphysical simulations, volatile plume particles composed of water and
sulfate can only contribute to ice formation in low temperature contrails for low soot emissions (< 1014 kg−1)
(Kärcher & Yu, 2009). A substantial contribution of volatile plume particles to contrail ice formation would not
lead to the observed soot-ice anticorrelation.

Taken together, this demonstrates that AEItot is a suitable measure to quantify total soot particle number
emissions in soot-rich contrails during the vortex phase: averaging over the wake depth yields a mean value
AEItot = 4.9 × 1015 kg−1 with a sample standard deviation of ± 7 × 1014 kg−1. Compared to AEIice, the larger
minimum and maximum values found for EIsoot may be caused by the contribution of soot residues of ice par-
ticles smaller than the detection limit of the CAS to EIsoot. Upward mixing of detrained, sublimated ice particles
and their respective soot residues might be a second explanation. To a certain degree, this mechanism might
also contribute to the observed scatter in derived AEIice and EIsoot data. The presence of interstitial soot in the
secondary wake might be a third explanation. However, since 96% of emitted soot particles nucleate ice par-
ticles in this contrail (Kärcher et al., 2018), this would imply the sublimation of part of the ice particles near
Δz = 0. This, however, is inconsistent with measured ambient ice supersaturation at the ATRA flight altitude.

We comment on possible sources of scatter in derived AEIice and EIsoot values. First, we recall that CO2 data
are used to convert particle number concentrations to emission indices (section 2.1). We expect that AEIice
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Figure 2. Vertical profiles of AEIice (blue diamonds), EIsoot (black circles), and
their sum AEItot (orange triangles). Δz values > 0 denote altitudes below the
flight level of the contrailing ATRA aircraft. The latter is marked by the Δz= 0
line. To guide the eye, we connect Δz-bin mean values with line segments.
Error bars for emission indices represent uncertainties in the determination
of CO2 background levels. Error bars for Δz cover altitude ranges in which
data contributing to each plotted point was sampled due to the vertical
movement of the Falcon. Corresponding contrail-age-specific vertical
profiles are presented in Supporting Information S1. EI = emission index;
AEI = apparent emission index.

exhibits a larger scatter than EIsoot, because, when compared to the aerosol

inlet, the CAS is located at a considerably larger distance (≃4 m perpen-

dicular to flight direction) from the CO2 inlet. Therefore, spatial inhomo-

geneities of CO2 mixing ratios in the plume affect the calculation of AEIice

more than that of EIsoot. Second, ground-based measurements during

ECLIF suggest up to 20% higher emissions of ATRA engine 2 compared to

ATRA engine 1 (Figure S18 in Schripp et al., 2018), causing variability in

soot particle numbers already at emission. With the current experimental

setup, it is not possible to determine to what degree a given sample of a

>1-min-old contrail can be assigned to one specific ATRA engine. Third,

radial variability in particle formation conditions in fresh jet plumes causes

variability in nucleated ice numbers.

We study the sublimation process further by turning our attention to con-

trail ice PSDs. Figure 3b shows two contrail ice PSDs from this data set

for similar contrail ages, 67 (77) s, taken at different wake levels in the pri-

mary (secondary) wake about 100 m apart. The PSDs represent absolute

ice particle number concentrations, a normalization relative to CO2 was

not applied.

Total ice particle number concentrations in the primary (secondary) wake

are relatively low at this stage of contrail development, 281 (324) cm−3.

Effective ice particle diameters, Deff = 1.6 μm (2.3 μm), were determined

according to Foot (1988). This means that the associated mean Dp exceed

the lower cutoff size of the CAS, so that the measurements capture most

(>90%, based on Figure 3b) of the contrail ice particles.

In the lower primary wake, the PSD contains fewer ice particles and shifts toward a smaller mean size relative

to the upper secondary wake. Since individual contrail samples were taken at variable positions relative to

the contrail core, observed concentration differences might have been caused, in part, by different dilution

levels of the individual samples taken. However, together with the decrease in number concentration of large

(>1 μm) particles, this more likely suggests that a fraction of ice particles sublimated completely. This notion

is supported by the striking agreement of the observed PSDs with model predictions of PSD evolution and

shape in descending primary wakes (Figure 3 in Unterstrasser & Sölch, 2010; Figure 7b in Naiman et al., 2011;

Figure 18 in Picot et al., 2015; Figure S1 in Kärcher & Voigt, 2017).

We note that the observed PSDs roughly cover size and concentration ranges also found in previous in situ

measurements of contrails of comparable age. Baumgardner and Gandrud (1998) and Schröder et al. (2000)

report ice particle concentrations of few to several hundred per cubic centimeter with sizes < 10 μm in con-

trails with ages of ≃30 s and <3 min, respectively. However, a closer intercomparison of contrail ice PSDs from

different measurement campaigns and flights is challenging due to variability within one contrail (Figure 3b),

as well as dependencies on environmental conditions and source aircraft type (Sussmann & Gierens, 1999;

Unterstrasser & Görsch, 2014). Analyses of vertical profiles of microphysical contrail properties (Gayet et al.,

2012; Jeßberger et al., 2013) suggest ice PSDs detected in the primary wake being affected by sublimation, in

line with the present analysis. While previous measurements (Anderson et al., 1998; Schröder et al., 1998) in

the exhaust of various aircraft types detected a wide range of EIsoot values, roughly 0.5−10 × 1015 kg−1, mea-

surements of AEIice are sparse. Schumann et al. (2013) derived higher AEIice in the secondary wake compared

to the primary wake; however, they concluded measured ice numbers to be inconsistent with estimates of

current soot emission levels, thereby addressing the need for further investigation. While we focus on study-

ing sublimation processes during the vortex phase, we note that ground-based measurements of the ATRA

engine 2 exhaust performed during ECLIF report nvPM number EI around 5 − 6 × 1015 kg−1 (Figure 2b in

Schripp et al., 2018) for the same fuel (labeled Ref2 therein) and comparable fuel flow. However, at this point it
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Figure 3. (a) Size-dependent transfer efficiency of ice particles through the
aerosol inlet (solid line),  (Dp), and the related 50% upper cutoff diameter
of 1.9 μm (dashed line). (b) Ice particle size distributions detected in the
primary (secondary) wake at contrail ages of 67 s (77 s) and corresponding
wake depths Δz = 105 m (8 m); averaging periods are 29 s (39) s. Error bars
reflect uncertainties of bin mean values due to counting statistics. Similar Δz
dependencies of ice particle size distributions were also found for younger
(≃40 s) and older (≃130 s) contrail ages (not shown).

remains open to what extent results of ground-based measurements may
represent soot emissions at cruise conditions.

4. Summary and Outlook

This study reports on in situ measurements of soot and ice particle prop-
erties in a persistent contrail during the wake vortex regime. We described
the methods employed to analyze the data and studied the interdepen-
dence of soot and ice particle numbers as a function of aircraft wake
position below the contrailing aircraft.

Without accounting for the overlap in contrail measurements of soot par-
ticles included in ice crystals from the CAS and CPC instruments, we would
not be able to offer a self-consistent interpretation of the data regarding
ice formation and sublimation processes. While this interpretation is in line
with mechanisms currently implemented in models, most of those models
have not been validated regarding the magnitude of predicted sublima-
tion losses, as measured data were evaluated with different focus (e.g.,
Febvre et al., 2009; Kaufmann et al., 2014; Voigt et al., 2011). Validation,
however, is required owing to the uncertainty in microphysical parameters
determining sublimation rates (Kärcher & Voigt, 2017).

By juxtaposing vertical profiles of soot and ice particle numbers in the con-
trail during the vortex descent, our results strongly suggest sublimation to
substantially effect ice numbers in soot-rich contrails. Furthermore, they
provide strong evidence that the contrail ice particles indeed nucleated
on the emitted soot particles. We further analyze sublimation mechanisms
and quantify the associated ice particle losses to predictions by means
of a parameterization scheme for contrail ice formation that covers both,
nucleation and sublimation phases, in the companion paper (Kärcher et al.,
2018).

We conclude our study by pointing to a number of issues for further investigation. First, future contrail stud-
ies would greatly benefit from better experimental constraints on the size distributions in the size range
1–100 nm and total number of soot particles emitted from jet engines. These size spectra could be measured
in contrail situations and ideally take into account engine-to-engine variability in flight. Second, direct mea-
surements of nucleated ice particle concentrations in fresh contrails require instrumental approaches that
are unaffected by coincidence issues and at the same time probe the relevant particle size range 0.1–10 μm.
Third, more experimental data on total ice crystal numbers, their size distribution, and vertical profiles across
the wake at the end of the contrail formation stage (age 5−10 min) are needed to initialize contrail properties
in models simulating atmospheric effects of persistent contrails and contrail cirrus. Fourth, ice crystal sublima-
tion processes have to be considered in studies assessing the effects novel engine technologies (Boies et al.,
2015) or alternative fuels (Moore et al., 2017) exert on contrail properties and their climate impact. Fifth, a
closer comparison of ground-based and in-flight soot measurements requires comparable engine operation
conditions and instrumentation.
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